
The Unraveling

1968-1980

I. The Introduction, The Strain of Vietnam, and Racial, Social, and Cultural Anxieties

Identifications:

Woodstock, Altamont, credibility gap, Tet Offensive, My Lai, Vietnamization, “Peace with Honor,” Paris Peace Accords, 
Cultures of Choice, Disco, Rap, Country Music, All in the Family,  Urban Riots,  and the Kerner Commission

Discussion Questions:

a. How did the music festivals and Woodstock and Altamont show two very differing sides of the youth culture that 
emerged by the late 1960s? How did a credibility gap emerge as the news coverage in Vietnam began to bring the 
war into the living rooms of American families? How did the war on the ground in Vietnam impact public opinion 
about the war? How did the Democratic Party fall apart in the election of 1968 and how did Nixon take advantage 
of the public mood to win that election and become President of the United States? How did Nixon prosecute the 
war in Vietnam. How did the conflict in Vietnam come to a conclusion and what made it so divisive?

b. How was the civil rights movement of the period different than it was from the early 1960s? How did cultures of 
choice emerge by the late 1960s in America? How did both popular music and television showcase a conservative 
backlash to the 1960s that began at the same time— and who did these songs and programs appeal to as an 
audience? What impact would the civil rights movement as the 1960s unfolded have on the perceptions of white 
Americans by the 1970s?  How would African-Americans see the gains of the civil rights movement despite its 
victories in the mid-1960s? 

II. The Crisis of 1968 and the Rise and Fall of Richard Nixon

Identifications:

Chicago- Democratic National Convention, “Law and Order,” Silent Majority, Nixon Doctrine (detente), SALT, 
Peaceful Coexistence, OPEC, US Energy Crisis, Pentagon Papers, War Powers Resolution of 1973, and Watergate 
Scandal

Discussion Questions: 

a. How did the assassinations in 1968 shift the public mood about the unrest concerning the civil rights movement 
and the growing disillusionment concerning the conflict in Vietnam? How did both progressives and conservatives 
see the events of 1968 differently from one another? 

b. How did Nixon execute a campaign strategy to win the presidency in 1968? What were the important results of 
the election of 1968? What was the importance of the foreign policy strategy launched by the Nixon administration 
and what major successes would it achieve? What led to the energy crisis of the mid-1970s and what was its 
impact? What were the Pentagon Papers and what impact would they have on the growing disenchantment that 
Americans were having with their political leaders? How did the Watergate scandal unfold and how would it come 
to a conclusion? 

III. Deindustrialization and The Rise of the Sunbelt

Identifications:

Great Compression, automation, down-sizing, relocation, recession, Rust Belt, Sun Belt, the Taft-Hartley Act, and the 
New Right



Discussion Questions:

a. How did Detroit become a model for the growth of the industrial urban center during World War II? What were 
the factors that led to deindustrialization in America’s major urban manufacturing centers? How did Detroit 
become an example for the growth of deindustrialization in the declining Rust Belt? What impact would 
deindustrialization have on African-Americans? How did the politics of industrialization shift by the 1960s and what 
impact would this process also have on the power of unions? How did American businesses moving into the South 
transform the region— but, what would this mean for the people of the region and how did it shift the politics of 
this part of America?

IV. The Politics of Love, Sex, and Gender and the Misery Index

Identifications: 

Roe vs. Wade, Title VII, EEOC, Stonewall Inn, “Save Our Children,” ERA, STOP ERA, New South Democrats, 
stagflation, foreign competition, outsourcing, human rights, Camp David Accords,  and the Iranian Hostage Crisis

Discussion Questions:

a. What victories would the women’s movement win during the 1970s? What victories would the Gay Power 
movement win during the 1970s after the Stonewall Inn Riots? How did the women’s movement lead to 
conservative backlash? What led to the demise of the ERA?

b. How did Jimmy Carter become president in 1976 and what problems would his administration face? What were 
the major issues harming American industry by the time Carter took office?  What victories in foreign policy would 
Carter’s administration win during the late 1970s? What failures would the Carter administration endure in both 
foreign and domestic policy by 1980? 

V. The Conservative Ascendance, The Conservatism of the Carter Years, and the Election of 
1980

Identifications:

New Right, Evangelical Christians, Moral Majority, “think tanks,” political action committees, neoconservatism, 
Conservative Democrats, and the IRS Controversy

Discussion Items:

a. What led to the rise of conservatism by the election of 1980 in America? What impact would George Wallace 
have on the rise of conservative politics in the late 1960s and early 1970s? How did Evangelical Christians become 
an important force in New Rights politics by the election of 1980? What role would women play in the rise of the 
New Right and how would the abortion issue arise during this period as an important rallying point for the 
conservative movement? What were the issues raised by the neoconservatives? 

b. How did Carter respond to the nation’s problems by beginning with a liberal, New Deal-like agenda? Why did 
Carter fail to court more moderate and conservative Democrats? How did Carter’s temperament and political 
addresses help usher in a more conservative tone in American politics? Why did Carter fail to unite the 
Democratic Party behind his policies? What led conservative groups to lend their support to Reagan despite 
Carter’s background? 


